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you can also use the new support for c++17 and c++20 in visual studio
2017 version 15.9 to add new compile-time features and help reduce

bugs. this includes support for the c++17 constrained template
programing (ctp) feature and the new c++20 unified initialization

feature. we have also improved the experience of using cmake and
supporting cmake debugging. we now support visual studio code

debugging of the cmake visual studio plugin and the visual studio code
debugger as well as azure code debugging of cmake build systems. the

visual studio 2017 version 15.9 release is supported with security
updates until april 2027. the visual studio 2017 extended support policy

document has more information about the extended support period,
including the availability of cumulative updates and service packs.

enhancements to the text editor in visual studio code include: open files
in the background. the text editor now supports opening files in the

background, even when there are running tasks. this means files can be
opened when you aren’t interacting with the text editor. copy and paste

of code snippets are now supported in the editor. with visual studio 2019,
cross-platform development is as easy as opening a project in visual

studio and running it on any device, from any cloud, anywhere. in visual
studio 2019 version 16.4, you can now use visual studio to build a.net

core application for any mobile device. visual studio 2019 version 16.3 is
now available. visual studio 2019 version 16.3 includes the following

improvements: community, extensibility, build tools, iot core, sql server,
core tools, c#/.net core, typescript, and node.js.
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this is the final update to
visual studio 2017

version 15.5. this is the
last update to include

the.net framework 4.7.1.
as described in more
detail in our lifecycle
and support policy,
version 15.6 will be

supported with security
updates through april

2027, which is the
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remainder of the visual
studio 2017 product
lifecycle. for more
information about

supported versions of
visual studio, please see
our lifecycle and support

policy. this is the final
update to visual studio
2017 version 15.4. this

is the last update to
include the.net

framework 4.7.0. as
described in more detail

in our lifecycle and
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support policy, version
15.5 will be supported
with security updates
through april 2027,

which is the remainder
of the visual studio 2017

product lifecycle. for
more information about
supported versions of

visual studio, please see
our lifecycle and support

policy. this is the final
update to visual studio
2017 version 15.3. this

is the last update to
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include the.net
framework 4.7.0. as

described in more detail
in our lifecycle and

support policy, version
15.4 will be supported
with security updates
through april 2027,

which is the remainder
of the visual studio 2017

product lifecycle. for
more information about
supported versions of

visual studio, please see
our lifecycle and support
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policy. this is the final
update to visual studio
2017 version 15.2. this

is the last update to
include the.net

framework 4.7.0. as
described in more detail

in our lifecycle and
support policy, version
15.3 will be supported
with security updates
through april 2027,

which is the remainder
of the visual studio 2017

product lifecycle. for
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more information about
supported versions of

visual studio, please see
our lifecycle and support
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